and here he continued to paint the peaceful East Anglian countryside. As a result of his hobby he became acquainted with Japanese artists working in London; and through them he held three very successful exhibitions of his pictures in Japan.
He also wrote and illustrated a number of fairy stories for his children. To the private printing of these (under the title of 'The Scarecrow') he devoted a cheque given to him by past demonstrators, assistants and colleagues on his 60th birthday. He took this particular hobby up again when, upon the death of his elder daughter in 1929, a grandchild came to live with her grandparents for some months. These stories were published by Gollancz under the title of 'The Monkey Moo Book'.
In the final years of his life Leonard Hill returned to the east coast village of Corton. By then the cottage had gone. The encroaching sea had year by year undermined the cliff and the garden grew visibly less. The family continued to occupy the house in the summer until but a yard or two remainedbut declined to do so in the winter storms. Finally what did not fall down was pulled down and in its place a bungalow was built a hundred yards back.
Here Leonard Hill passed the last years of his life. His only physical handicap was some degree of deafness. He read widely and continued his interest in the medical journals, being moved occasionally to write a forthright letter to them.
He continued his daily walk of three to four miles along the cliff edge in the bracing east winds. In short, he was mentally alert and physically vigorous until in his 86th year he died without warning of a cerebral thrombosis. He was buried in the village churchyard in the shadow of the church tower, a scene that, across the Suffolk cornfield and in the setting sun, he had himself so often painted. When dealing with the evolution of the scientific concepts of medicine the historian may on occasions have difficulty in elucidating portions of an early investigator's writings. If these relate to experimental work and if the traditional methods of studying them by the use of philological techniques, comparative analysis, accompanying illustrations, and of contemporary accounts are of no avail, the method of practical history may be applicable.
Practical history implies the repetition of the experiments of the individual under considera-tion, using the instruments and techniques available to him. As well as possibly clarifying an otherwise obscure passage, it makes the historian very much more aware of the conditions under which the early investigator was working.
This method when used in the case of Malpighi's obscure account of the cortex of the brain (1666) can demonstrate conclusively that the 'glands' he described are not nerve cells as is usually stated, but are artifacts due to cortical vascular patterns. Similarly, by employing practical history it is possible to suggest that Fontana (1781) was not the first to identify the myelin sheath of the nerve fibre, as many claim.
Practical history is not a new approach to the historical data of the medical sciences but in selected cases it can be a richly rewarding one. It adds a new dimension to the endeavours of the historian of the medical sciences.
